ENGLISH SPEAKING LAWYERS
AND LAW FIRMS IN ULAANBAATAR

Disclaimer: The U.S. Embassy assumes no responsibility or liability for the professional ability or reputation of, or the quality of services provided by the professionals on the following list.

A&A Global Law Firm

Location: Bayanzurkh district, 1st khoroo, Nisora Tower #601, 602, P.O.B-601, Sky Post-49, Ulaanbaatar 13380

They have over 10 years of experience in business law; international law; civil law and civil procedure; administrative law and administrative procedure, etc.

Phone: +976-9112-3333, or +976-9911-5222
Email: batragchaa@mongolianlawfirm.com or Info@mongolianlawfirm.com
Web: www.mongolianlawfirm.com

Anderson & Anderson LLP – Ulaanbaatar

Location: Suite 1008, 10th Floor, Grand Plaza, Peace Avenue- 46, Bayangol District, Ulaanbaatar 16052

Anderson is an international law firm with over 100 years of experience. With over twenty-five years of experience operating in Mongolia, the firm has worked with and represented some of the country’s biggest players in various sectors of business, both domestic and international. Specialized areas: mining; banking and finance; corporate; employment; infrastructure and construction; intellectual property; litigation and dispute resolution; arbitration; mergers and acquisitions and reorganizations; real estate; direct foreign investment; securities and commodities, etc.

Phone: +976-7011-9339
Fax: +976-7011-9669
Email: anderson.mongolia@anallp.com
Web: http://www.anallp.com
Ashid Advocates LLP

Location: Suite #201, 202, and 203, Ochir House Business Center, Peace Avenue 15A/5, 1st Khoroo, Sukhbaatar District, Ulaanbaatar City-14210

Ashid Advocates LLP is a full service Mongolian law firm. We provide a broad range of legal services in the area of Mongolian Law, particularly banking and finance, employment, family, real estate, immigration, debt collection, foreign investment, taxation, commercial contracts, mining, petroleum, infrastructure, construction and dispute resolution.

Phone: +976-7014-7878, +976-7014-0701 or mobile: +976-9910-2076
Fax: +976-7014-0701
Email: tsolmon@ashidadvocates.mn
Web: www.ashidadvocates.mn

Enkhtuya Ajiv, Attorney-at-law

Location: Room 101, Saruul center, Building 55/53, Teeverchdiin Street, Narni Zam, 3rd Horoo, Ulaanbaatar

They are experienced in litigation and trial of business litigation matters, majored fields labor, family, environment, tax, immigration and administrative laws, due diligence. They offer legal assistance in criminal cases. They represent clients before the courts, arbitration, governmental agencies. Provide legal and human resource consultancy service, professional legal translation services (Fluent English, Russian, basic Mandarin).

Phone: +976-9911-9808
Email: aenkhy@yahoo.com; enkhtuya.lawyer@gmail.com

GTs Advocates LLP

Location: Suite #705, Park Place, Chinggis Avenue-24, Sukhbaatar District, 1st khoroo Ulaanbaatar 14251

GTs Advocates LLP is a full service law firm.

Phone: +976-1133-2020, +976-7013-1020
Email: zoljargal@gtsadvocates.mn; info@gtsadvocates.mn
Web: www.gtsadvocates.mn

J.D. Advocates, LLP Law Firm
Location: Bayanzurkh District, 15th khoroo, Peace Ave 39, East plaza build, #602, Ulaanbaatar

They are a corporate advisory law firm.

Phone: +976-9949-1204
Email: otsendjav@jdadvocates.com
Web: www.JDAAdvocates.com

LehmanLaw Mongolia LLP
Location: Marco Polo Place, Jamiyan Gunii Street-5/3, Suite 3-4, Sukhbaatar, District-1, Ulaanbaatar 14240

LehmanLaw Mongolia LLP is staffed with both qualified foreign and local attorneys. All are fully acquainted and experienced with Mongolia’s laws and legal system, business climate and political affairs. Many of their Mongolian attorneys are trained overseas and all are fluent in English.

Phone: +976-1132-7810, +976-1133-1235, +976-1131-1535
Fax: +976-1132-7829
Email: mail@lehmanlaw.com
Web: www.lehmanlaw.mn

LRCM LLP
Location: Suite 203, 2nd Floor, Building 45A, 3rd Khoroo, Khan-Uul District, Ulaanbaatar

Phone: +976-9909-8671
Mongol Advocate LLP

Location: Sukhbaatar District, 1st Khoroo, Grand Office, 2nd Floor, Ulaanbaatar

Mongol Advocates Law Firm was founded in 2003. For more than 10 years they have been providing legal assistance for local and foreign individuals and legal entities, also for organizations without legal entity’s right.

Phone: +976-7012-9206; +976-7011-9206
Fax: +976-1132-9206
Email: enkhbulgantamir@advocate.mn; info@advocate.mn
Website: www.advocate.mn

Tsogt & Nandin LLP

Location: Suite 401, 4th floor, Express Tower, Khoroo-1, Peace Avenue-4, Chingeltei District, Ulaanbaatar 15160

Phone: +976-7700-1059, +976-1133-1059
Email: Nandinchimeg@tsogtandinandin.mn

Legal Aid Center

Location: Chinggis Khan Square-7, Chingeltei District, Ulaanbaatar 15160

This is a State organization providing legal assistance free of charge for local and foreign citizen with inability to pay.

Phone: +976-7000-4020
Email: shinechimeg@lac.gov.mn, info@lac.gov.mn